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THE FIRST NATIONAL LABOR GOVERNMENT IN THE WORLD

by ROSS MCMULLIN

This year the ALP Is commemorating a special anniversary. When
Chris Watson and his ministers were sworn in on 27 April 1904, they
were forming not just Australia's first national Labor government. It
was the first national labour government in the world.

The Labor Party's rise was astonishing. Labor had only been
formed 13 years earlier. Consider parties formed relatively recently,
like the Greens or the Democrats or even One Nation. None of them
have ever looked remotely like becoming, in the national parliament,
anything other than a minor upper house party.

The contrast with Labor's first years is stark. Here you have a
brand new party, with not just different policies but different
processes, a different way of doing politics. And this new party rose so
swiftly that merely 13 years after its formation it was not just picking
up a Senate seat or two, but actually forming a national government.
And not only that, but doing so before any equivalent party overseas
had become remotely close to doing so.

The novelty of this first national labour government in the world
under Chris Watson inevitably influenced what people thought of it.
Some alarmist observers in 1904 started thinking anxiously about
precedents like the French Revolution. Analogies between Watson and
Robespierre might well seem grotesque and ludicrous to us now, but
just as we look back a hundred years to the Watson government,
when Australians in 1904 looked back an equivalent period, a hundred
years or so earlier, what some of them saw in their historical rear
vision mirror was the French Revolution.

The Watson government had to endure a barrage of sledging from
the conservative press. This started even before the government
started. Some examples:

"'[The new government] will exist entirely on sufferance", sniffed
the Argus, and "has no claim on an extended life".

The Adelaide Register asserted that "a year of unrestrained
socialist government would be to Australia—and particularly to the
working classes—a greater disaster than half a dozen droughts".

But there was one newspaper that was in a class of its own, the
Maitland Daily Mercury. Watson's ministry was "such an unthinkable
monstrosity of a Government", it fumed. "To call the Ministry a
Government is, of course, a flagrant misnomer, as in no respect can so
grotesque and absolutely unique a body claim so distinguished a title.
... To call this preposterous production a Government is ridiculous, and



would be laughable were It not for the painful pitllessness of having so
monstrous a travesty [In charge of this] great country".

We ended up choosing So Monstrous a Travesty as the title of my
new book on the Watson government, to reflect In the title a flavour of
the remarkable press hostility the government had to put up with.

In 1904, Labor was one of three parties of similar numerical
strength In federal parliament. Besides Labor under Watson, there
were the Protectionists under Alfred Deakin and the Free Traders
under George Reld. Labor was closer to Deakin and his Protectionists,
who were generally more progressive than Reld's Free Traders.
Throughout the first decade of federal politics, no party had a majority
In either the House of Representatives or the Senate.

The 1904 Watson government was a minority government. It had
a dedicated band of Protectionist supporters, who could be relied on to
support Labor rather than Reld's Free Traders In any significant
parliamentary vote. This gave the Watson government almost a
working majority In the House of Representatives, but It fell just a few
votes short.

The composition of Watson's cabinet was Interesting. Watson firmly
believed that a prime minister should be able to choose his own
ministry, and that's what he did In 1904. The Labor principle that
caucus should choose the ministry was not then accepted practice,
though It soon would be.

Notable In Itself Is the fact that Watson's ministry Included two
future prime ministers In Andrew Fisher and Billy Hughes.

There was also Labor's Senate leader, the remarkable Gregor
McGregor, a beefy, rough and tough former labourer and wrestler who
was virtually blind.

Watson's minister for Defence was Andy Dawson. A hard-drinking
radical who had been orphaned in the most tragic circumstances,
Dawson was an associate of John Wren, and his stint as Defence
minister was dominated by his bitter feud In office with the autocratic
British commander of Australia's defence forces.

What was Implicit In the rabid press hostility that the Watson
government had to put up with—and sometimes explicit—was the
notion that people from working class backgrounds couldn't run the
country. And they did have genuine working class backgrounds:
Watson the compositor, McGregor the blind ex-labourer. Fisher and
Dawson both formerly miners, Billy Hughes the umbrella mender and
odd-job-man.

Also In Watson's cabinet were two ministers with unique
attainments. Hugh Mahon remains the only MP ever to be expelled
from Australia's federal parliament, and H.B. HIgglns Is the only
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minister to have served in an Australian federal Labor government
without being a member of the ALP.

As for Watson himself, when he was sworn in as prime minister he
had just turned 37. Australia has never had a younger prime minister.
Watson was an accomplished party leader, and during his time in office
he led the nation capably too. Yet he resigned the leadership three
years later, and within a further three years he was out of parliament
altogether.

Monty Grover reported federal politics while Watson was leader. He
later became a renowned newspaper editor. Grover was looking back
on decades of federal politics when he wrote in his memoirs that
"Watson was possibly the man with more qualities of leadership than
we have ever had in the Federal arena. [His] battle tactics were
sublime".

Watson's leadership attributes were particularly suited to the first
decade of federal politics, when there were three major parties and no
outright parliamentary majorities. In this era of minority governments,
when Labor had to pursue its objectives in concert with non-Labor
MPs, Watson's amiable personality, his unflagging affability, his
capacity to get on harmoniously with practically everyone, was an
Important factor in Labor's ability to negotiate desirable outcomes.

Despite Chris Watson's proficiency as a leader, his significance in
his time, and his special place in history as Labor's first national leader
and first prime minister, and as Australia's youngest prime minister,
he is little known today. He long ago slipped into obscurity, and has
remained there for decades. He deserves better.

The Watson government remained in office for almost four months.
It was under exacting pressure throughout. Its opponents in
parliament and the press were relentless. Eventually a dodgy
parliamentary stunt was used to remove it.

The government, Watson and Hughes in particular, had tried
valiantly to get pioneering national arbitration legislation enacted.
Their opponents managed to whittle down the provisions in the bill
relating to preference to unionists. In the end, when they proposed an
amendment seeking to restrict preference further still, Watson said
enough is enough, and if this amendment is passed the government
will resign. In the vital vote the government lost narrowly, 36 to 34.
Watson resigned. Many Labor supporters approved of Watson's
willingness to relinquish office on a policy principle.

During its harrowing months in office the government's
administration was impressive. By governing so competently Watson
and his ministers paved the way for future Labor governments,
majority Labor governments with the parliamentary numbers to
introduce substantial reforms. This important achievement ensured



that Australia's Labor Party continued to progress much more rapidly
than any equivalent overseas party before 1914.

We should remember Chris Watson, rescue him from obscurity,
and it is appropriate that we commemorate this year's centenary of his
government, the first national labour government in the world.

Ross McMullin is the author of Pompey Elliott and The Light
on the Hill. His most recent book is So Monstrous a Travesty:
Chris Watson and the world's first national labour government.

THE GREAT LABOR SCHISM 1955: FIFTY YEARS LATER

Plans are continuing to develop for the Melboume-ASSLH-branch-sponsored

Conference, 'The Great Labor Schism 1955: Fifty Years Later', which is to be held in

the Legislative Assembly in the Victoria Parliament on 15-16 April (coinciding with

the fiftieth anniversary of the fall of the Cain Snr Labor Government). The

Conference has attracted a strong line up of proposed papers covering a wide range of

perspectives on the Split. The Conference organisers are also pleased to announce that

the anniversary of the Split is to marked by the release of a book to be larmched at the

Conference that will include contributions fi-om many of those giving papers.

The publisher of the book is Scribe Publications, which in recent months has had hi^

profile releases by Jim Griffin on John Wren and Ross McMullin on the Watson

Labor Government. The book is to include sections on the Split at the State Level, the

Prelude to the Split, Protagonists, Religiosity and the Split, and the Aftermath.

Further rqxiates about the Conference will be provided in future issues of Recorder

and can also be found at the Federal ASSLH website www.asslh.com. Queries can

also be directed to the conference convenors:

Peter Love plove@.swin-edii.aii

Paul Strangio paul.strangio@arts.monash.edu.au

Brian Costar brian.costar@arts.monash.edu.au



"AGIPPSLANDUNION

The Victorian Coal Miners Association 1893-1915.**

By P D Gardner

Review by Andrew Reeves

After 1870, Victorian trade unionism expanded beyond its original
strongholds in inner Melbourne. While it is not surprising that unions
established a firm base on Victorian goidfields, notably Bendigo, Ballarat
and Castlemaine; there, too, small craft unions dominated trade union
organisation.

The on-again, off-again relationship between the Trades Hail in Melbourne
and both the gold miners' Amalgamated Miners Association and Spence's
Shearers Union (to become the AWU) and their ambiguous relationship,
has yet to be fully explored, but it is symptomatic of the tensions that
existed between metropolitan and regional unionism in nineteenth century
Victoria.

Peter Gardner's concise but highly charged history of the Gippsland-
based Victorian Coal Miners Association (VCMA) effectively describes
this dilemma. At the height of the bitter seventy week lockout of 1903-04
that ultimately paralysed the VCMA, one of their few champions in the
Victorian Parliament, George Prendergast, rhetorically asked of the
continuing movement of "black" coal from Gippsland to hungry Melbourne
markets, "Have the Trades Hall Council ever asked the engine-drivers not
to carry this coal?" Evidently not

Victorian coaiminers were, in fact relative latecomers to the often
transient world of regional unionism. In the decade prior to the
establishment of the VCMA in 1893, regional unions from as far a field as
Mildura, Echuca and the Western District had made contact with the
Melbourne Trades Hall. Some had gone as far as affiliation. Other unions,
such as a fugitive fishermen's' union based at Port Albert in Gippsland
survived for a while alone. Most, if not all, of these fragile regional
initiatives were swept away by the depression of the 'nineties.

The establishment of the VCMA in 1893, standing as it does immediately
following the worst of the depression but certainly prior to any concerted
union recovery (the second, disastrous round of the shearers' strikes had
yet to occur) is in itself suggestive.



As Gardner argues so forcefully, this was a regional union with a local
perspective, drawing its support from miners preoccupied with gaining a
living in small, undercapitalised mines whose precarious existence in no
way reflected the real wealth of the companies' directors and investors.

His brief description of the fraud perpetrated on so many of the miners is
compelling. Except under exceptional circumstances (such as strikes on
the bigger, richer NSW coalfields) these were marginal mines. Certainly
they produced coal, and at a price found markets in Melbourne. But the
rates of return were hardly those that land boom investors had come to
expect. And, indeed, was coal production the real objective of these
ventures?

As Gardner suggests, there were greater profits by far to be made from
the land sales that accompanied the railway lines built by a client
government into Gippsland to tap the putative wealth of the coal seams.
Until the years immediately before World War One, a good case can be
made for the Gippsland coalfields being a footnote to Marvellous
Melbourne's land boom.

It is a good story, but does have the effect of obscuring a number of other
questions.

One of these is the issue of where the miners came from. Were they
recruited localiy, re-emphasising Gardner's argument about regional
particularity, or did most come from the slowly declining Victorian
goldfields further to the north? The fact that the first attempt at unionism
on the fields, a branch of the Amalgamated Miners Association, was
established at Coalville, in the Narracan Valley in the 'eighties is indicative
of some degree of migration.

That in itself is not surprising. Nineteenth century mining was in Victoria a
migratory trade, based in part on immigration from Britain and to a similar
extent on internal migration across and between the mining districts of the
Australasian colonies.

What is less in dispute are the sources of recruitment after 1909 and the
establishment of the State Coal Mine at Wonthaggi. Unlike it's smaller,
private predecessors, the State Coal Mine was built to supply a
substantial, committed market- Victoria's railways.

To a large degree this mine was form of insurance, established at the time
of the protracted Peter Bowling dispute on the Northern NSW fields to
ensure continuity of supply for Victorian locomotives. But the fact that it
was state-owned mine points to other motives as well. In its original form,
Wonthaggi was state experiment government owned housing, a state-
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built coffee palace, rigid enforcement of prohibition in the settlement
(illegal stills that flourished in the harsh conditions were known locally as
"blue pigs"). Together with wages boards, arbitration, old age pensions
and the like, the mine and its attendant town are core elements in what
became known as state socialism.

The mine's workforce rapidly rose above 1000, dwarfing all other
Gippsland mines and serving as magnet to their workforce. As Gardner
notes, the fact that the state mine operated within rather than outside the
emerging system of wage regulation proved a powerful incentive for
relocation.

Gippsland miners were joined by hundreds of miners from the troubled
gold fields of Victoria. Wonthaggi became a labour enclave within an
otherwise hostile political environment, with the VCMA providing the
backbone of Labor support.

Two events dominate the history of the VCMA: the seventy week strike
beginning in 1903 that almost destroyed the union after a decade after a
decade of struggle, and the establishment of a state-owned mine at
Wonthaggi in 1909 that rebuilt the union.

Peter Gardner ends his stimulating account of the union in 1915, when the
VCMA enters the newly established Australian Coal and Shale Employees
Federation. This successful federation marked a culmination in years of
work by miners from a number of states to create a single coalminers'
union; a process in which a number of Victorian miners were prominent.

This theme of prominence is another that bears closer scrutiny.
Notwithstanding his arguments in fevour of regionalism, Gardner's
detailed account of the union is studded with examples of Victorian
coalminers prominent in broader union affairs: ex-Victorians at the heart
of the Peter Bowling strike; John Connolly equally so in working toward a
single national union; as well as his tantalisingly brief reference to the
Victorian wild geese who of necessity sought to apply their industrial and
political skills in New Zealand early last century. V\^en Michael Savage
(himself a former Victorian gold miner) formed the first New Zealand
Labour Government in 1935, his administration included no fewer than
two other ex-Australian gold miners and two coal miners. Bob Semple and
George Hunter, both of whom were ex-members of the VCMA.

In one respect, it is a pity that he stops his account in 1915. Victorian
particularity by no means finished with the formal process of federation.
For decades, the interplay between membership of a national union and a
sense of isolation in a small mining district, far from the largest mines and
the richest coal seams continued to be played out in Wonthaggi.
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Over time, national organisation won out But regional identify did not
give ground easily. In 1934, when in the course of a successful five month
strike, Wonthaggi miners broke the spell of the Depression and provided
both the Miners Federation and a wider labour movement with a focus for
reorganisation, the particular character of the local community and its
miners is clearly evident While Melbourne unionists assisted, local
resources and local support proved critical. For those months, Wonthaggi
lived off the land, just as VCMA members had done thirty years previously.
It was a form of resistance and community organisation that the pioneers
of the VCMA would have well recognised.

Andrew Reeves

May 2004.

A G/pps/and Union is avaiiabie from the New intemationai Bookshop,
some bookseiiers or postpaid direct from the pubiisher
Ngarak Press, PO Box 18 Ensay Vic 3895

$35RRP inci GST

INFORMATION WANTED ON TED HILL

Hugh Anderson is preparing a book on the late E F (Ted) Hill,
following on from the entry he wrote for Vol. 17 of the
Australian Dictionary of Biography.
He is keen to speak with anyone who had an association with
Ted Hill at any time.
He can be contacted at PO Box 2129. PO Hotham Hill 3051

or by e-mail at rrDress@tpg.com.au



150^ ANNIVERSARY OF THE 8 HOUR DAY
April 2006

The Melbourne Branch of the ASSLH is working with a large group of organizations
and individuals, led by Victorian Trades Hall Council Secretary Leigh Hubbard, to
arrange a series of events to commemorate the 150^ anniversary of the victory by
Melbourne building workers in the struggle to institute the '8 hours system'. Many
readers will know the significance of the memorial that stands diagonalty opposite
Trades Hall. Some might remember the magnificent celebration and reunion of
8 hour day pioneers' families organised by our late President, John Arrowsmith.
The May 1988 special issue of Recorder that he edited for the occasion is now
something of a collector's item.

The present commemoration committee includes representatives fi-om the Trades
HaU Coxmcil, afBliated unions, the ASSLH, RMIT University, the University of
Melbourne, State library of Victoria, Museum Victoria and Australian Centre for
the Moving Image. Several individuals are giving their specialist skills to the
program as well.

Although the Committee has not yet secured all the funding required for some of
the activities, the following list includes the major projects that are planned. The
Committee has had encouraging support fi-om several sources alrearfy and is
presently working on securing fundliig fi-om larger donors, trade unions and arts
agencies.

EXHIBITIONS

Contmunity Travelling Exhibition
A small exhibition designed to travel to community centres, trades & labour councils,
schools, libraries and ofiier appropriate centres throughout Victoria. It would
highlight the significance of the Eight Hours Day in the development of ihe Victorian
labom movement, the continuing role of tihe labour movement, and working time as
a key contemporary issue. It could incorporate local material and history as it
travelled to different regions and communities.

Eight Hours & the Labour Movement, Potter Gallery
An exhibition at the Potter Gallery, University of Melbourne, which will highlight
the Eight Horns and labour movement collections held by the University of
Melbourne Archives. The Eight Hours movement started in 1856 during construction
of the University building.

State Library of Victoria Exhibition
A proposed exhibition to commemorate the 150«^ anniversaries of both the Eight
Hours Day and the introduction of responsible government in Victoria. This
exhibition would place the Eig^t Hours Movement within the larger movement for
greater political representation and peirticipation in Victoria in the 19"* century, from
Eureka to Federation.
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Banners of Pride, Melbourne Museum

A display at Melbourne Museum of the twelve nationally significant Eight Hours
Day and labour movement banners held by Museum Victoria on behalf of trade
unions. These rare and fragile banners have not been on display before.

8-8-8 Exhibition & Screening Program, Australian Centre for the Moving Image
A major screening program at ACMI's Screen Gallery, based around the themes of
the Eight-Hour Day and contemporary issues of working life, the regulation of time,
and the globalisation of work. The exhibition will draw on existing works and also
commission two projects from yoimg artists through artist residencies.

CONSERVATION OF HISTORIC ITEMS

The 150* anniversary provides an ideal opportunity to preserve many items, held by
collecting institutions and the labour movement, that are currently in need of urgent
conservation work. In particular, tiie trade union banners from the late 19* and early
20* century urgently require substantial conservation and restoration work.

ARTIST RESIDENCIES

Two artist residencies coordinated by the Australian Centre of the Moving Image, in
which two yoimg Victorian artists would be comrtussioned to develop media works
that reflect the contemporary issues of working life and working hours. One
residency would be developed in partnership with a major employer in Melbourne.
The works will be shown at ACMI Screen Gallery and also available by web portal
for display at the other exhibition sites.

EVENTS

Commemorative Re-enactment, Friday 21 April 2006
A re-enactment of the 21 April 1856 march of building workers from the University
of Melbourne to Parliament House. The march would include reproductions of some
of the banners on display at Melbourne Museum.

Regional Events
A program of regional events organised by regional trades and labour coimcils, botii
on 21 April 2006 and to coincide with the travelling exhibition.

Conferences

Linked conferences:

■  on the history of the eight hour day movement, organised by the Labor History
Society and the Australian Centre & History Department, University of Melbourne;
and

■  on contemporary issues aroimd working time and working life, organised by the
Social Science & Social Work Department, RMTT University.
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PUBLIC AWARENESS & EDUCATION

Public campaigns
A public campaign, coordinated by Victorian Trades Hall Coundl, for pledges to
work actual paid hours on a designated day, to join the commemoration to the
present day. Other community awareness activities and marketing will be developed
across all the projects.

Education Programs

All of the exhibitions and events will be supported by education programs and
activities aimed at upper primary and secondary school students - for whom the
impact of under-employment and overwork directly affects their family lives. These
will be developed by each institution and distributed via tfie Web.

PUBLICATIONS

History of the Victorian Labour Movement
A book about the Victorian trade union movement, edited by Andrew Reeves and
Peter Love. The book provides a context for the eight hour day and relates other
campaigns (such as the forty hour week and equal pay for women) to improve
conditions and promote social justice. The book is aimed at a readership in labour
and social history, union leaders, educators, and could also be distributed to
secondary schools.

Eight-Hours Day Booklet
A 20-page booklet to accompany the travelling exhibition and be used in association
with other commemorative events. This will have readily accessible information and
images highlighting tiie history of the Eight Hours movement and the continuing
significance of a balance between working hours with family and community life.
The book is aimed at a general readership, including school students, workers and
the general public.

8-8-8

A160 page publication in ACMl's Collection Series to explore in detail the themes of
the 8-8-8 Exhibition in the Screen Gallery. It will include documentation of the artists'
working processes and an exploration of the industrial history of the moving picture
industry in Australia.

Web site

A web site, located on the Museum Victoria site, with educational content and links
to other resoiuces.

Readers who would like to assist with planning, fund-raising or arranging
particular activities can contact Melbourne Branch President, Peter Love on 03
9534 2445 or at pjlove@infoxchange.net.au
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MUA online School Education Project

Rowan Cahill

In March 2004 the MUA launched an education package on its
website (www.mua.org.au <http://www.mua.org.au/> ; select
About Us on the main menu, then click Ships of Shame, pirates.
pickets & ports and follow the prompts) designed for use in
Australian secondary schools where there are curriculum

opportunities to teach and learn about Australian trade unions and

unionism. The material would also assist tertiary students seeking
basic IR background knowledge.

A Note for teachers explains how the package can be used in the
classroom; there is a brief history of the MUA and its parent
organisations, the Seamen?s Union of Australia and the Waterside

Workers? Federation, written for readers with no prior knowledge of
the union; and a series of questions that treat the whole MUA
website as a text to be researched, designed to help students gain
an overview of the union as an industrial organisation and its
functions.

Rowan Cahill, who conceived and wrote the package, is a labour
movement historian and journalist, for many years was a classroom
teacher, and is a member of the NSW Teachers Federation. He is
co-author of A History of the Seamen?s Union of Australia, 1872-
1972 (1981) and wrote the Study Guide accompanying the film
Wharfies (1988).
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Meeting Place

Meetings ofthe Society are ^
International Booksikop in tiie Trades Hall.

Enter the Trades Hall tiinni^ the Victoria St Entrance
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